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Warnings on labels as Dáil passes Alcohol Bill 

https://www.irishexaminer.com/breakingnews/ireland/warnings-on-labels-as-dail-passes-alcohol-

bill-873443.html  

After more than 1,000 days of debate, new laws to place health warnings on alcohol labels have 

passed all stages of the Dáil. There was applause and hugs as the Public Health Alcohol Bill, which 

Health Minister Simon Harris described as “groundbreaking”, passed last night almost three years 

after it was first introduced.[…] 

Source: Irish Examiner, 04 October 2018 

 

Is it worth giving up alcohol for a month? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-45721671  

Thousands across the UK are set to do just that as part of Go Sober for October, in aid of Macmillan 

Cancer Support. Apart from raising money for a good cause, the charity suggests participants may 

also benefit from less snoring, better sleep, and increased energy. Similar benefits are promised for 

Dry January, organised by Alcohol Concern, which is now something of an annual ritual for many as a 

way of recovering from the excesses of the festive period. According to a recent YouGov poll, 5 

million of us had a Dry January in 2017. […] 

Source: BBC News, 03 October 2018 

 

Raise prices and restrict alcohol to stop harmful drinking, says WHO 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/0/raise-prices-restrict-alcohol-stop-harmful-drinking-says/ 

Governments should raise the price of alcohol and restrict its availability in a bid to reduce harmful 

drinking, the World Health Organization has said.   
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The WHO's alcohol guidance for governments - called the Safer plan - released on Friday, outlines 

five strategies governments can implement to reduce the harmful use of alcohol by 10 per cent 

globally over the next seven years. Restricting booze-related advertising, cracking down on drink 

driving and improving treatment are also advocated in the WHO guidance.. […] 

Source: The Telegraph, 28 September 2018 

 

Lower drink-driving limit ‘has little effect’ on road deaths and accidents  

https://www.strath.ac.uk/whystrathclyde/news/lowerdrink-

drivinglimithaslittleeffectonroaddeathsandaccidents/  

The reduction in Scotland’s drink-driving limit has had little effect on the level of deaths and 

accidents on the nation’s roads, according to a University of Strathclyde study. Researchers found 

that the lower limit for blood alcohol content (BAC) had not been followed by a statistically 

significant overall drop in road fatalities, including during the peak accident periods of night-time 

and weekends. There was also little change in the death rate for young drivers aged 16-25, who are 

seen as one of the highest-risk groups for drink-driving. […] 

Source: Strathclyde University Glasgow, 01 October 2018 

 

How commonly do drinkers suffer blackouts? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-45711410  

It's something many people have experienced at least once in their lives - a night of heavy drinking 

followed by a day of missing memories. A blackout. The amnesia caused by excessive alcohol 

consumption has become a topic of discussion in the wake of sexual assault allegations against US 

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh. […] 

Source: BBC News, 01 October 2018 

 

NT putting a minimum floor price on alcohol: Evidence shows it works to reduce harm 

https://www.racgp.org.au/newsGP/Professional/The-NT-is-putting-a-minimum-floor-price-on-

alcohol  

From October 1 2018, one standard drink in the Northern Territory (NT) will cost a minimum of 

A$1.30. This is known as floor price, which is used to calculate the minimum cost at which a product 

can be sold, depending on how many standard drinks the product contains. People in the NT 

consume alcohol at much higher levels and have the highest rate of risky alcohol consumption in 

Australia. In 2014, around 44% of people in the NT were drinking alcohol at a level that put them at 

risk of injury or other harms at least once in the past month. This was compared to 26% of people 

nationally. […] 
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Source: RACGP, 26 September 2018 

 

Alcohol industry actions to reduce harmful drinking in Europe: public health or public relations? 

http://eucam.info/2018/09/17/alcohol-industry-actions-to-reduce-harmful-drinking-in-europe-

public-health-or-public-relations/  

A study conducted by Katherina Robaina, Katherine Brown, Thomas F. Babor and Jonathan Noel, 

titled “Alcohol industry actions to reduce harmful drinking in Europe: public health or public 

relations? critically evaluated the CSR activities of the alcohol industry in the EU, including large 

campaigns conducted in numerous countries across the region, such as “Champions Drink 

Responsibly”, as well as smaller initiatives, such as codes of ethics for brewer’s associations for a 

particular country (16) . In public announcements and press releases, alcohol industry groups 

claimed that the actions represented their contributions towards the Global strategy, SDGs and, by 

extension, the reduction of NCDs. The findings presented cast doubt on this claim. […] 

Source: EUCAM, September 2018 

 

More than half of British military personnel drinking ‘dangerously high levels of alcohol’ 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/more-half-british-military-personnel-13291257  

More than half of servicemen and women are drinking dangerously high levels of alcohol, top brass 

have been warned. Some 58 per cent have been told their boozing habits put them at “high risk 

from alcohol related harm”. The Ministry of Defence quizzed 109,000 of its 149,000 personnel in the 

study. […] 

Source: Daily Mirror, 22 September 2018 

 

One in five University students say they do not drink any alcohol 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/education-news/students-drinking-university-

teetotal-freshers-week-nus-alcohol-consumption-a8549381.html  

More than one in five students say they are teetotal – and the demand for alcohol-free university 

events and halls is on the rise, a report has found. The stereotype of students spending most of their 

time getting drunk is getting further from reality – as students who pay £9,250 a year in fees are 

swapping expensive boozy nights out for study time, new findings suggest. Almost a quarter of 

students believe there should be more social events at university that do not involve any drinking, 

according to the National Union of Students (NUS) survey. […] 

Source: The Independent, 25 September 2018 
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How some people can be drunk without touching a drop of alcohol 

https://www.iflscience.com/health-and-medicine/how-some-people-can-be-drunk-without-

touching-a-drop-of-alcohol/  

Slurred speech, vomiting, loss of balance – these might be symptoms you associate with being 

drunk. But for some people with a rare condition, these can occur without drinking any alcohol at all. 

The condition is called auto-brewery syndrome, and it’s so rare that only 50 people in the US are 

thought to have it. It’s only been identified for about a decade, and it's also known as gut 

fermentation syndrome. The condition involves a build-up of yeast in the intestines. This gets to a 

point where ingesting sugar can suddenly trigger a reaction that converts the yeast into ethanol, 

causing a spike in the body’s blood alcohol content. […] 

Source: IFL Science, 20 September 2018 
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